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We postulate a convergent version of operator product expansions on the vacuum and 
explore some of their consequences. They lead to structures much reminiscent of dual re- 
sonance models. 

1. Introduction 

The study of  models has often paved the way for the discovery of  general laws in 
physics. 

In the present paper we formulate a thesis about local quantum field theory 
(QFT) and explore some of  its consequences. If it is true then QFT has a structure 
much reminiscent of  dual resonance models [1,2]. Our thesis is abstracted from 
conformal invariant quantum field theory [3, 7]. 

According to Wilson [4] the product of  two local fields ~)i(x), dj(y) should admit 
an asymptot ic  expansion at short distances of  the form 

~i(~x) ~/(-½x)~2 = ~ Cqk(x) ok(0)~2.  (1.1) 
k 

Herein Og are local fields, and C i/k are singular c-number functions. In a scale inva- 
riant theory,  they are homogeneous functions o f x .  The expansion is presumably 
valid on all states ~2 in the field theoretic domain c/) which is created out of  the va- 
cuum by polynomials in smeared field operators.  We shall however only consider 
the special case 

= vacuum.  

Studies in perturbat ion theory [5] indicate that expansion (1.1) is then valid as an 
asymptotic  expansion to arbitrary accuracy for matrix elements (4 ,  dPi(x) ~Jo')g2), 
~ in  O .  

Among the fields Ck in expansion (1.1) there are derivatives of  other local fields. 
In general there appears 3zip etc. together with any non-derivative field 4. 
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In a conformal invariant QFT the coefficients C ilk in (1.1) are much constrained 
by summetry.  From the work of  Ferrara, Gatto,  Grillo and Parisi [6] one knows 
that the terms involving non-derivative fields determine all the others. Using this, the 
terms involving derivatives of  one and the same nonderivative local field can be form- 
ally summed. In ref. [7] we proved that the resulting expansions are not only asymp- 
totic but strongly convergent. More precisely one has [7]: 

Theorem. Consider conformal invariant quantum field theory (in four space-time 
dimensions) and suppose that vacuum expansions (1.1) are valid as asymptotic ex- 
pansions in homogeneous functions o f x  to arbitrary accuracy for 
(~, 4)i(½x) Oi(-l x)~2), ~ in cO. Then ~ioJg~ admits a convergent expansion, 

~i(x) 4)i(y)a = ~ f dzC~(z)~2 Bki](z;xy) . (1.2) 
k 

The B ~j are generalized c-number functions. Summation is over non-derivative 
fields 4~ k only (including the unit operator) and integration is over Minkowski space. 
Convergence is strong convergence in Hilbert space after smearing with test func- 
tions f(xy). 

In conformal invariant QFT, nonderivative fields can be recognized by their con- 
formal transformation law [ 16]. In general QFT we shall speak of  a complete set of  
non-derivative fields q~ if every local field in the theory (including composite ones) 
can be written as a sum of such ~k k and their derivatives. 

Example [18]: In a theory of one massless scalar free field ¢(x),  one can expand 
4~*(x) ¢(v) ~2 in terms of ~k(z) f t ,  with fields q~k that are components of tensor 
fields (normal products): :~)*D~ul ...unO: (x), where D... are some differential opera- 
tors. 

We will now state: 
Thesis. A convergent expansion of the form (1.2) is also valid in realistic theories 

vAth mass and without conformal symmetry,  for arbitrary local fields 4~ i, q~/. 
It will suffice for our applications to assume convergence of (~ ,  4)i(x) (p/(y)~2) 

for all states ~ in the field theoret ic/ tomain c2), after smearing in x, y. 
We shall show in the next section how the kernels Bkii(z; xy) are determined from 

Wightman two- and three-point functions. 
One does not expect convergence of expansions (1.2) on states ~2 other than the 

vacuum because otherwise one would be dealing with Lie field theories, and they run 
into trouble with no-go-theorems in more than two dimensions [19, 9]. 

At present we are only able to give some plausibility arguments (at best) in favor 
of  our thesis. They are 

(i) Its validity in conformal invariant QFT. 
(ii) According to Schroer, Swieca and V61kel it is also true in massive free field 

theory [10]. 
(iii) It looks like a plausible sharpening of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem [11 ] of  

axiomatic QFT. 
Conformal invariant QFT is special from the point of  view of axioms in that it 
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does not satisfy the asymptotic condition. However, massive free field theory does. 
Also, the asymptotic condition is a condition on the behavior of e.g. Wightman 
functions at large distances. Our expansions are supposed to be valid in the distri- 
bution theoretic sense, i.e. after smearing with test functions. Test functions fall 
off fast at large distances, and the precise form of the asymptotic behavior there 
should therefore not be crucial. 

The Reeh-Schlieder theorem will be discussed in sect. 6. 
In sects. 3, 4, 5 we will discuss the possible significance of our thesis for con- 

structive quantum field theory. It allows to write down expansions of arbitrary 
n-point Wightman functions in terms of two- and three-point functions of all local 
fields in the theory (including composite ones). Given their convergence, Lorentz 
invariance, spectrum condition and positivity are automatic, and locality is satisfied 
if in addition the 4-point fupctions satisfy a certain crossing symmetry. 

Expansions can be written down not only for Wightman functions, but also for 
absorptive parts of  (off mass shell) scattering amplitudes. It is hoped that they may 
provide a convenient flame work for phenomenological theories also. Some remarks 
on this are found in sect. 7. In particular, if it were consistent to make narrow reso- 
nance approximations in such expansions, the result would look much like a dual 
resonance model. 

2. The kernels B k// 

Let us introduce Wightman two- and three-point functions 

(~, ~pi(x) ¢/(.,v)~) = A iJ(x - y) = f dp e-ip(x-Y)"~ii(p) , (2.1) 

sptr. 

(~,  ~k(Z) cj(x) ~J(y)~) = wki/(zxy) = f dp e -ipz ~ki/(p; xy) .  (2.2) 
sptr. 

Integration is over the energy-momentum spectrum of the theory, in it pO ~> [p[. We 
introduce also 

xy) = fd z  eiPzBkii(z; xy) .  (2.3) 

In the following we shall assume that all our fields are hermitian. 
Let us take the scalar product of the states in (1.2) with "¢t(p)g2 = f dz e-ipz4](z)~. 

In view of definitions (2.1) - (2.3) the result reads 

~]tii(p; Xy) = ~ "~lk(p) ffkij(p; Xy) (p E sptr).  (2.4)  
k 

Because of the spectrum condition for ~" and W, both sides of this equation vanish 
automatically i fp  ~ sptr. Because of the spectral properties of states ¢k~2 in (1.2), 
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the value of  the kernels BgzT(p;xy)  for p outside the spectrum is physically irrele- 
vant; therefore the kernels Bki / ( z ; xy )  are not unique. They are however determined 
by eq. (2.4) to the extent that they are physically relevant. This will become clear 
later on. It means that we may use for kernels B any solution of (2.4). 

It is of  course implicit in our thesis that eqs. (2.4) must have a solution. But that 
is expected also on axiomatic grounds: Consider fixedp Esptr.  and sequences z = (z k ) 
of  comple x numbers such that zA(p)z- = Nk, i z k A m ( p ) z  l < oo. By axiomatic posi- 
tivity, the two-point matrix is positive semi-definite, A(p) ~> 0 and diagonalizable. 
Moreover, if 2A(p)z  = 0 then z belongs to the zero eigenspace of  A(p) and it follows 
that also Z z k ~ k ( p ) ~ 2  = 0 hence z W  = Nkz  k wkij(p;xy) = 0 for all x, y ,  i.e. W is ortho- 
gonal to the zero eigenspace. Since A(p) >t 0 there is a pseudo-inverse ~ , ( p ) - I  such 
that ~'(p) A , (p )  -1 ~" = ~" for ~" orthogonal to the zero eigenspace of  A(p).  B = ~', (p)-I  
W is a formal solution of  (2.4). 

3. Expansion of Wightman functions 

• i 1 " . Consider finite sequences of  test functions f = fo,  f l (x  1 ) ... f )v N ...'1 (X N ... X 1). 
According to the principles of  local QFT, states 

with 

. . in.. .il .  ~(fJ: ~ faXn...aX, fi, n'"q(Xn...X,)q' CXn...X,), 
n 

(3.1) 

~) in'-il (X n . . .X 1 ) = ~)in (gCn) ... ~i2 (X2) ~ il (X 1 ) ~-2, (3.2) 

form a dense subset ~ of  the Hilbert space ~ of  physical states. In conventional 
Lagrangian field theory, polynomials in the f undamen ta l  fields of  the theory alone 
create a dense set of  states out of  th~ vacuum also. But even in theories without fun- 
damental fields (e.g. no-cutoff-limit of  gauge theories with quark- and colour con- 
finement) the weaker statement above is still expected to be correct. All fields ~k 
would then be composite in a sense and on an equal footing. 

The Wightman functions are 

w i n " i l ( x n  . . .X1)  = (~'~, d)in(xn) ... 41il(x1) ~'~) 

= (1~ im+l ""in(xm+ 1 ... Xn)  , ~) im ' ' i l  (X m ... X1)), (3.3) 

independent of  m, 0 ~< m ~< n. 
We can expand the "state" ~i2(x2) 4~it ( x l ) ~  in (3.2) according to our thesis to 

obtain 

~) in" i l ( xn  " " X I )  = ~i f dz ~ in ( xn )  ... ffS3(X3) ~J(z)~2 B f i 2 i l ( z ; x 2 x l )  . 
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The expansion process may now be repeated. Next one expands ~i3(x3) OJ(2)~, and 
so on. As a final result one obtains 

~in'"il(x n . . . X 1 )  = ~ f dz ~)k(2)~'] Bk in ' " i l ( z ;Xn  ... X1)  , (3.4) 

with 

knin...i 1 - = B (Zn;X n ...Xl) G ... ~ d2n_ 1 ...d2 2 B k n i n k n - l ( Z n ; X n Z n _ l )  
kn 1 k2 

... Bk3i3R2 (Z 3 " X3Z2) g k2i2il (z 2 ;x2x1 ) .  (3.5) 

This is an expansion in terms of  states ¢k(z )~  which are obtained by applying only 
the first power of  some field to the vacuum. Thus, states (~k(f)f2 = fdz  f ( z )  ~k(z)~2 
( f t e s t  functions) span the Hilbert space of  physical states. 

Let us return briefly to the remark after (2.4). The kernels BkiJ(z; x y )  are deter- 
mined to the extent that expansion (1.2) must correctly reproduce (~,  4/(x)¢J(y)~2) 
for arbitrary states ~. Since one only needs to consider states ~ = q~k(f)~2 by what 
has just been said, it suffices then to satisfy eq. (2.4) for the 3-point functions. 

Next we turn to expansions for the Wightman functions. We insert expansion 
(3.5) for the states into definition (3.3) of  the Wightman functions. After Fourier 
transformation in variables z we obtain 

win '" i l (xn  ... x1) = ~ f dp ~ km+l' ' ' in(p;xm+ L ... Xn)  "~kl(p) 
k,l sptr. 

-lirn ...i 1 . 
× B (p ;Xm ... X l ) ,  (3.6) 

independent of  m, 0 <~ m <<. n. 
This formula is valid also for m = 0,1 and n - 1, n if we interpret (cp. (3.4)) 

B k t ( p ; x )  = eipx~k l , B i (p )  = 6i ° , ¢o = ~ (unit operator) .  

In the expansions (3.5) and (3.6) there are terms coming from the unit operator. 
The corresponding 2- and 3-point functions are 

"~Oj(p) = 8 (p)  (OJ) , ~oi j (p;  x y )  = AiJ(x - )2). (3.7) 

One may assume that the vacuum expectation value (~J) vanishes for all fields q~J ex- 
cept the unit operator ~o = 1. Eq. (3.5) can be rewritten in the equivalent form 

n--I 
~knin'"il  - ~ F[-I B (pn;Xn  . . . x l ) =  ZJ  "'" ~ f " "  J ~ i  ((27r)-4 dprdzre-iPrZr) 

kn-- I k 1 

X B k n i n k n - l ( p n ; X n Z n _ l )  . . . B k 3 i 3 k 2 ( p 3 ; x 3 z 2 ) B k 2 i 2 i l ( p 2 ; x 2 X 1 ) .  (3.5') 
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Let us introduce a graphical notation 

B (P:X2X 1 ) = 

1 

P ij 

i j 

Reversing all arrows will mean complex conjugation; omitting an arrow will mean 
that its direction is immaterial. 

In this language, expansion (3.6) with (3.5') reads 

(x '~,  /'" ( x n ~  ... + ~ ' ( ~ , ) n )  - (3.6') 

n-t m÷l m 3 2 

n l 

(3.6') 

Integration over all internal momenta  etc. is understood, summation is over field 
labels k 2 ... kn_l, and m is arbitrary. 

4. Constraint on the 4-point function from locality 

Consider 4-point Wightman functions. Because of locality 

(~'2, ~i4(x4) ~i3(x3) t~i2(x2) q~il (X1)~'~) 

= -+ (~2, q~i4(x4) q~i2(x2) q~i3(x3) q~il (x 1 )~2) if (x 2 - x3) 2 < O, (4.0) 

with - if both  ~b i2 and j 3  are Fermi fields, and + otherwise. Upon inserting expan- 
sion (3.6') on both sides, this becomes a crossing relation 

3 2 

jk 

/. 

3 ~ X . . L . ~ . , f ~ j - d ~  2 (/,.1} 

~'- ~ if [x 2-x3 )2<0 

(4.1) 
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5. The quantum field theory axioms 

Let us first review the axiomatic properties of Wightman two- and three-point 
functions. (We assume throughout that all fields are hermitian). They are [12] 

(i) Lorentz invariance. (5.1) 
(ii) Positivity and spectrum condition of the 2-point matrix ~,7(p) = 0 for p ~ ~'+ 

i.e. outside forward lightcone; AV(p) = A~(p) and Ni,/z 'All(p)z I >1 0 for all " sequen- 
ces of complex numbers (z i ) and all p. 

(iii) The 3-point functions W kij resp. Fourier transforms ~ki] satisfy (a) hermiti- 
city condition, wkii(z~cy)= w/ik(yxz); (b) spectrum condition w~cij(p;xy)= 0 for 
p ~ V+; (c) locality W i3i2il(x3X2Xl) = wi3i2il(X3XlX2) i f(x I - x2) 2 < 0, etc. 
Locality of 2-point functions has not been displayed since it is automatic consequen- 
ce of (i) and (ii). Also omitted are distribution theoretic axioms ,Qtemperedness),.. 
they should be added according to taste. The 3-point functions Wk~J(p; XlX2) must 
be measured in p after smearing in x 1, x2, with support properties described at the end 
of sect. 2. 

Expansions (3.6) could be useful in constructive quantum field theory. This is 
suggested by the following: 

Theorem. Suppose th,aat one can find a set of 2-point functions ~ij(p) and ampu- 
tated 3-point functions Bali(p; xy) such that (i) axiomatic properties (5.1 i, ii, iii) 
are true for the 2- and 3-point functions when W ki/are defined by eqs. (2.4); (ii) ex- 
pansions (3.5), (3.6) converge; (iii) crossing relations (4.1) are fulfilled. Then the 
Wightman functions defined by expansion (3.6) with (3.5) (or 3.6')) are independent 
of the choice of m (0 ~< m ~< n) and satisfy the usual postulates of local quantum 
field theory: Lorentz invariance, spectrum condition, positivity and locality. 

If a theory can be constructed in this way we call it dual, because crossing rela- 
tion (4.1) is reminiscent of dual resonance models. In this language, our thesis postu- 
lates duality of local QFT. 

Let us verify the assertion of theorem. First we show that the r.h.s, of eq. (3.6) is 
independent of m. This only requires to reshuffle the amputations on the 3-point 
functions. They can be reshuffled with the help of the following identity 

~ f dye -ipy ~lk(p) "~ki/(p;xy ) 

m 

= f d y , e i p ' y  ' F (p;xy) (S.2) 
k 

This identity follows from hermiticity condition (5.1 iii) and hermiticity of the ma- 

* limN-~oEij <~Nzi'Xij(p) z j is allowed to converge to +~ for infinite sequences. 
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trix "~tk(p). They imply that in (5.2), 

1.h.s. = (27r) -4  f dy dy' e -i(py-p'y') wli](p ' xy)  

: d y  dy' e -i(py-v'y') wjil@xy') = r.h.s . (270 -4  

Inserting (5.2) into (3.6) with (3.5'), we see that the r.h.s, of  (3.6) remains un- 
changed when m - 1 is substituted for m. 

Next we turn to the axioms. 
Lorentz &variance is obvious. The spectrum condition is also obvious because 

m can be chosen arbitrary in (3.6') and the propagator ~km +l km (p) which joins 
the bubbles with legs m and m + 1 can only transmit positive energy according to 
(5.1 ii). 

• : i N . . .  i l  : Positivity. Let fo,  f~l (x 1 ) .... Jlq tXN ... X l)  be an arbitrary finite sequence of  
test functions. Define 

~n in'"il " z / (p )  = ~{i} f d x ,  ... dx I B/in'"i l(p;Xn . . . x l ) f n  (x n . . . x , ) .  

Then, using (3.6) 

f ~ ,  ... d~l a~i ... d~;:-/~"'/s(x ', ... x ; )  ~S '" ' / s" '" ' ; (x l  ... x ; x ,  ... x , )  
r,s (~} (i} 

x f,~...il (xr ... x~) = ~ f d p  ~ ( p )  Sk~(p) zl(p) >1 O, 
k,t 

as required by axiomatic positivity [12]. 
Locality requires that 

±[4]iN"ir+lt'r'"il(xN . . .Xr+lX r ... X l )  = wiN" ' i r i r+ l" i l ( xN  . . . . . .  XrXr+ 1 X1) 

i f ( x r -  Xr+l) 2 < 0 (r = 1 ...n - 1).  (5.3) 

We distinguish two cases. I f r  = 1 or r -= n - 1, validity of  (5.3) follows from locality 
kq + k,~ 2 property (5.1 iii) of  the 3-point functions, W ' ( p ;  xy)  = - I~  "(p;yx)  for (x - y )  < 

0, which carry over to the kernels ~kij(p; xy )  by (2.4). If  r = 2 ... n - 2, we put m = 
r in expansion (3.6'). Validity of  (5.3) follows then by inserting (4.1) for the center 
piece of  the diagram (3.6'). 

In conclusion we see that, given convergence of  expansions (3.6), verification of  
locality only involves inspection of  the 4-point functions to make sure that they are 
local in the sense of  (4.0). 

Remark: Since the individual terms in the expansion (3.6) do not satisfy locality, 
they need not share the full axiomatic x-space analyticity of  Wightman functions: 
They will still be analytic in the extended tube but not in the permuted extended 
tube. After summing up, the unphysical singularities must cancel if crossing relation 
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(4.1) holds. This point has been stressed by Ferrara et al. in the context of  conform- 
al invariant QFT [13]. 

6. The Reeh-Schlieder theorem 

For simplicity of  writing suppose that we are given a field ¢(x) that is irreducible 
so that states of  the form ~ ( f )  = E f dxn ... dx 1 fn(Xn ... Xl) cb(Xn) ... ¢(Xl )~  form 
a dense subspace of  the Hilbert space of  physical states. The Reeh-Schlieder theorem 
asserts [11, 12] that the same is then still true if one allows only test functions f 
whose support is constrained in all arguments to an arbitrarily small open subset O 
of  Minkowski space M 4, viz ,  f n ( X n  ... x I ) = 0 unless x / E  0 for allj. It has often 
been said that this is a surprising result. 

Let us introduce new variables 

1 ~ xj (j 1 n). Xj=X+~j with ~ j = O  x = - -  = ... 
' n 

Given an arbitrarily small neighborhood O'  of  zero i n  M 4, there exists an open set 
0 C M 4 such that x / E  0 for all j  implies ~/E 0 ' .  Test funct ions f (x  n ... Xl) = 
f ' ( x ,  ~n-a ... ~1) with compact support can be approximated by sums of  products 
Nrhr(x)gr(~n-1 "" ~1)" No harm is done if we drop the constraints on the support 
o f fn  in the c.m. variable x. Thus it is still true that states of  the form 

~fdx hAx)fd~n_, . .  d ~ l g r ( ~ n _  1 . . .  ~ l ) ¢ ( x  + ~ 1 )  -.. ~ ( x  + ~n)~"~ , 

with 
n 

gr(~n-1-.-~1) = 0  u n l e s s a l l ~ j E O ' ( / = l . . . n ; ~  ~ j = 0 ) .  (6.1) 
1 

span the Hilbert space of  physical states for arbitrarily small open neighborhood O '  
of  zero. 

Let us now remember how composite fields are related to ¢(x). Wilson expan- 
sions for products of  fields ¢(x + ~n) ... ¢(x + ~1) at short distances [4,5] give at 
the same time formulae for all composite fields c~k(x). Usually one uses point split- 
ting, one may write just as well 

ck(x) = lira f ... f d~n-l  .-. d~l hv (~n-1 ".. ~1) ¢(x + ~n).-. ¢(x + ~1),  
v~= o;, o;, (6.2) 

where h v is a suitable sequence of  test functions with support constrained to ~1 E 
t 

Ov (1 = 1 ... n), and the open set O '  v shrinks to zero as v -+ ,,o. 
As we have discussed earlier, our thesis says that states of  the form f dx h (x) Ck 

(x)~ span the Hilbert space of  physical states. Comparing (6.2) with (6 . t )we  see 
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that this means roughly that the corollary (6.1) of  the Reeh-Schlieder theorem con- 
tinues to hold when we shrink the support in the relative coordinates to the point 
zero. 

7. Phenomenology 

More than a decade ago, the bootstrap idea emerged in analytic S-matrix theory 
[14]. It says for instance that the p is bound together from zr's by forces that come 
largely from the exchange of  p's again (or of  its Regge trajectory). Veneziano duality 
is a further development of  such ideas. In S-matrix language, crossed-channel ex- 
changes produce direct channel poles. Crossing relations (5), (8) may be looked upon 
as a QFT pendant of  this. Let us then try to make a connection as good as we can. 

Consider the elastic scattering of two identical scalar particles which are their own 
antiparticles 

1 + 2 - > 3 + 4 .  (7.1) 

Consider the off  mass shell scattering amplitude A (Pl  ... P4) = A (stu; p~ ... pZ4), s = 
(Px + P2) 2, t = (Pl  + P3) 2 , s + t + u = Zp] .  Its absorptive part in the channel (12) is 
[15] 

Abs12A(Pl ..- P4) (2rr) 4 8 ( ~ P i )  = 1 27r 3fdxl "'" dx4 e x p ( - i  ~ p / x / )  

with 

~( (~, R'{(~(X3)~)(X4)} R ' { ¢ ( x I )  qS(x2) } a )  , (7.2) 

R '(~(x)c~(y)} = - iKxKyO(x -y) [~b(x) ,  ~b(y)] , K x = []x + m2 , 

i.e. R '  is a retarded product.  The partially retarded function appearing here can al- 
so be expanded as in (3.6), Define 

C/(p; xy)  = -iKxKyO (x - y) {B~(p; xy) - f f  /(p; yx)  5. 

Then we can expand 

(~2, R ' (4~(x3) qS(x4) } R '  {~b(x,)~b(x2) ) a )  = ~.. f dpCi(p; x3x4) A//(p) 
tl sptr. 

× C/(p; XlX2).  (7.3) 

This can be inserted in (7.2). Convergence is still in the distribution theoretic sense, 
i.e. after smearing with test functions. This means essentially that one must sum 
first before going to sharp masses on the mass shell p] = m 2. To extract informa- 
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tion from crossing relations one must determine the absorptive part in the crossed 
channel 1 + 3 -~ 2 + 4 from Abs12A(p 1 ... P 4 ) -  In the QFT context we did this by 
use of  axiomatic analyt ic i ty  in x space, the Wightman functions are determined by 
their values for relatively space-like arguments, where (4.1) holds. In analytic S- 
matrix theory one uses p-space analytici ty instead. One would first have to recover 
the scattering ampli tude from its absorptive part by dispersion relati()ns - hope- 
fully they converge without  subtraction for some range of  t. Then one would have 

to analytically continue in s, t to the crossed channel assuming e.g. Mandelstam ana- 
lyticity.  Finally one could then take the absorptive part in the crossed channel and 
write down its expansion analog to (7.3). 

In conclusion, it it were not for a questionable interchange of  limits (expanding 
and going to the mass shell) we would get a relation between the expansions of  the 
on-shell absorptive parts of  scattering amplitudes in crossed channels at the cost of  
having to use analytici ty in p space in place o f x  space. If  one is willing to make the 
further hypothesis (approximation)  that the 2-point function "~i](p) can be written 
as a sum of  6 functions supported at physical particle masses then the result would 
look much like a dual resonance model. 

Let us add few remarks on Regge trajectories and fundamental  fields. Consider 
temporar i ly  QFT in an arbitrary not necessarily integer number D of  space-time di- 
mensions. In models, local fields come in families. We call them towers. For  instan- 
ce, in conformal invariant ~b a theory in D = 6 + e dimensions [16] the fundamental  
field ~b has anomalous dimension d = ½D - 1 + A with anomalous part A = 12ge + . . . .  
Then there is a tower of  traceless symmetric tensor fields Oal ...a2 of  even rank s = 
2,4 . . . .  with dimension d s = D - 2 + s + as whose anomalous part 

°s  = 3(s + 2 ) ( s  + 1 e + . . . .  os -+ 2A as s -~ o o .  

They are composite fields quadratic in q~. The dimensions of  the component  fields 
become additive in the limit s -+ oo, so we have asymptotical ly straight trajectories 
in dimension. One would think that there is also a scalar field - call it 4) 2 - with 
dimension d o = D - 2 + o o. But such a field does actually not exist, it simply does 
not appear in operator  product  expansions of  ~b(x)~(0) or in expansions (1.2). [We 
see here the ghost of  the field equations, remember that we count only non-deriva- 
tive fields, they transform differently.] Instead the "shaddow" of  the missing point 
on the trajectory appears as the fundamental  field with dimension d = D - d 0. To 
order e this relation between dimensions may be checked from the explicit formulae 
given above. Because of  the normal product  algorithm of  renormalized perturbat ion 
theory [5] one would expect that towers of  fields exist whether or not there is con- 
formal symmetry.  Moreover, one will speculate that in the real world there is a con- 
nection between towers o f  fields and Regge trajectories - the fields of  suitable rank 
would serve as interpolating fields for particles on the Regge trajectories [17]. 

We have seen above a model with a fundamental  field. It is not a member of  a 
tower but appears instead as a shadow of  a missing member in the tower. Typically 
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it has a dimension d < :~D. In the present frame work one could however very well 
imagine theories without any fundamental  fields. 

If crossing relations (4.1) have any solutions such that expansions (3.6) converge, 
they will usually also have solutions which do not involve any fundamental  field. 
This is not  the whole issue though. Take for instance Ouu, the stress tensor. Every- 
body believes in that  local field. Consider vacuum expectat ion values of  products of 
stress tensors. Their expansions (3.6) will only involve fields that are singlets under 
all exact internal symmetries,  and fundamental  fields will usually not appear in them 
at all. Nevertheless we have at hand a perfectly respectable Wightman QFT and the 
crossing relation (4.0) will be satisfied. We call this the rudimentary theory.  Its main 
short-coming is that it will usually not furnish interpolating fields for all particles. 
Nevertheless one should see these particles in stress-tensor correlation functions, be- 
cause particles could in principle be detected in a laboratory by the gravitational 
forces which they exert. 

The question of  fundamental  fields and quanta associated with them is thus a 
rather subtle one. Nevertheless it may be useful to remark that one could in principle 
start the boots t rap - i.e. try to solve crossing relations (4.1) - without  knowing 
whether there are fundamental  fields, or even what the internal symmetry  group is, 
by considering the rudimentary theory first. 

The rudimentary theory will fix an algebra of  observables (measurements based 
on gravitational forces). According to ideas of  Doplicher, Haag and Roberts in alge- 
braic QFT this algebra should in turn fix the complete theory uniquely, including 
internal symmetries [18]. 

The author is much indebted to R. Haag, J. Jersak, M. Liischer, B. Schroer and K. 
Symanzik for helpful and stimulating discussions. 
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